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WINTER 2013 NEWSLETTER
DOUGLAS COUNTY DEMOC RATIC WOMEN
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
It is natural to take inventory at
the close of anything, as you
have probably done yourself with
the close of 2012. Though this
is not the year end of this
board’s term, it is good to reflect mid-way to help determine
if we are on the path to achieving the goals we set at the beginning of our term.

These goals and the details given
to them will be reviewed and
evaluated in depth at our next
board meeting, but it is with
pride I report this year’s board
has worked together beautifully
in the spirit of cooperation, and
has made great strides toward
the accomplishment of these
goals.

GOALS:
Help get Democrats elected or reelected, beginning with President
Obama.
Support Women’s Rights in all areas.
Support Legislation in keeping with
our Democratic Credo.
Increase our organization’s membership.
Become better known in our community.

Before the next newsletter we
will be accepting requests and
nominations for the next term’s
board. Kindly ask yourself if it
is your turn to serve DCDW by
being a board member. At least
ask yourself, “What am I willing
to do to maintain stability of the
Democratic women in our community?” As you are giving this

Inevitably we will move forward,
but how we move forward is our
choice. The expectation is that it
will be with continued cooperation
rather than conflict, continued
freedom rather than constraint and
with a continued willingness to
change that which needs to be
changed. Let us keep in mind
that it is only our thoughts that
limit our possibilities. We will do
together what we cannot do separately.

our membership if we are to
make a difference in our community. The more of us there
are, the better we will be
known in the valley. Word of
mouth is the best advertisement. Looking forward to see

you at our next luncheon,
accompanied with a potential
new member. There is a
$5.00 discount for first time
guest.
Lucie Johnson,
Membership Chair

consideration, keep this in mind:
Being on the board is not a
daunting task, but rather an enjoyable service with fringe benefits
of self-improvement through and
camaraderie you might not otherwise have.

MEMBERSHIP
Take a moment, kick up your
feet, relax for a second and
think of who you should invite
as a guest to our next luncheon. I know this is a refrain
that you hear over and over
again, but we need to increase

Nancy Stiles President
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NEWS FROM THE DCDCC
Thank you. It has been an absolute honor to lead the DCDCC for the last two years. We have accomplished so much together and I emphasize the “together”.
Together we all called, walked, worked and feared the worst only to come out victorious in the re-election
of our President, President Barack Obama. During this time we successfully pushed back and thwarted the
effort of American for Prosperity, commonly referred to AFP headed by the Koch Brothers. They tried to
politicize our neighborhood concert series to benefit Dean Heller. You did not let them. They spent millions, we spent $0. Congratulations.

Cindy Trigg,
DCDCC chair.

We did not have the local races that kept up busy in the past. We were not taken over like we were in
‘08. A huge thank you to Kim Cole, Jane Foraker Thompson, Gim and Joyce Hollister Barbara Barton, Betti
Christensen, Christine Coulter, Melanie Meehan-Crossley, Eric Griffin, Kim Leberth and her children, and Mike Boone from Coleville for all their
endless work with OFA.
The work we did together with DCDW stepped up another level. Working together has enabled us to do more especially as an assist to the
community. I am looking forward to staying involved with DCDW and hope that all of you do too. We need to stay involved with our rural
organizations. Support of the rural caucus helps all of us. Who knows, it might one day help to finally elect a Democrat to CD2.
We have the Keep Nevada Blue Dinner to look forward to. It scheduled for Friday March 8 at the Carson Valley Inn. Come enjoy the music,
dancing, members and friends. We expect our Assembly and Senate members and Constitutional Officers to join us. It should be a fun time for
all. We do not have to wait for the “politicians” to commit to our dinner. We get to plan and send invites early!!
Themed Rhapsody in Blue Nevada the event belongs to all of us and together we will make it an affair to remember.
I want to be sure I mention the good work of Melanie Meehan-Crossley for her work in sending Welcome Letters to 665 to newly registered
(between June 20 and October 16) Democrats in Douglas County. For the year, that’s nearly 1,000 letters sent. The letter’s chocked full
about what DCDCC and DCDW are doing in the Community and in the party along with invitation to join Douglas Dems in all our activi-

“The work we
did together
with DCDW
stepped up
another level. “

ties. There is a shout-out for DCDW luncheons; the website for both organizations; and support for our
candidates if it’s an election season. Hooray for online voter registration available in our county for the
first time this summer and the hard work James Brown's team did to register voters. Mucho gracias to
Katherine for handling the mail out each time and those who came on two-hour's notice for the last mail
out because it was too many for one person!
Thank you for a wonderful two years. I look forward to seeing so many of you at the regular central
committee meetings and the special events upcoming with both DCDCC and DCDW.
Cindy Trigg,
Chair DCDCC.
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1943 GUIDE TO HIRING WOMEN
The following is an excerpt from the July 1943 issue of Transportation Magazine and was written for male supervisors of women in the work force
during World War II.
Eleven Tips on Getting more Efficiency Out of Women Employees: There’s no longer any question whether transit companies should hire women for
jobs formerly held by men. The draft and manpower shortage has settled that point. The important things now are to select the most efficient women
available and how to use them to the advantage.
Here are eleven helpful tips on the subject from Western Properties:
1. Pick young married women. They usually have more of a sense of responsibility than their unmarried sisters, they’re less likely to be flirtations, they
need the work or they wouldn’t be doing it, they still have the pep and interest to work hard and to deal with the public efficiently.
2. When you have to use older women, try to get ones who have worked outside the home at some time in their lives. Older women who have never
contacted the public have a hard time adapting themselves and are inclined to be cantankerous and fussy. It’s always well to impress upon older
women the importance of friendliness and courtesy.
3. General experience indicates that “husky” girls, those who are just a little on the heavy side –are more tempered and efficient than their underweight sisters.
4. Retain a physician to give each woman you hire a special physical examination—one covering female conditions. This step not only protects the
property against the possibilities of lawsuit, but reveals whether the employee-to-be has any female weaknesses which would make her mentally or
physically unfit for the job.
5. Stress at the outset the importance of time the fact that a minute or two lost here and there makes serious inroads on schedules. Until this point
is gotten across, service is likely to be slowed up.
6. Give the female employee a definite day-long schedule of duties so that they’ll keep busy without bothering the management for instructions every
few minutes. Numerous properties say that women make excellent workers when they have their jobs cut out for them, but that they lack initiative in
finding work themselves.
7. Whenever possible, let the inside employee change from one job to another at some time during the day. Women are inclined to be less nervous
and happier with change.
8. Give every girl an adequate number of rest periods during the day. You have to make some allowances for feminine psychology. A girl has more
confidence and is more efficient if she can keep her tidied, apply fresh lipstick and wash her hands several times a day.
9. Be tactful when issuing instructions or in making criticisms. Women are often sensitive; they can’t shrug off harsh words the way men do. Never
ridicule a woman – it breaks her spirit and cuts her efficiency.
10. Be reasonably considerate about using strong language around women. Even though a girl’s husband or father may swear vociferously, she’ll grow
to dislike a place of business where she hears too much of this.
11. Get enough size variety in operator’s uniforms so that each girl can have a proper fit. This point can’t be stressed too much in keeping women
happy.
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LEGISLATION/ISSUES/POLICY
NEVADA LEGISLATIVE SESSION: The
Nevada legislative session begins
February 4, 2013. The Democrats
hold a 27-15 majority in the state
Assembly and a one seat lead in
the Senate (Democrats 12 vs. Republicans 11) with 21 members of
the Senate brand new though 5
have served in the Assembly.
Please register and attend Grassroots Lobby Days early March 2-4
in Carson City, sponsored by Nevada Women's Lobby, to keep
abreast of the issues and have a
voice at the Legislature. It’s an
come taxes over the last 10 years
and that corporation is not alone!
Every DCDW member should visit
the homepage of both the Institute
and the Citizens for Tax Justice to
be well-informed on tax issues,
both nationally and specific to
Nevada. Our Ignorance is bliss for
the Grover Norquist team. Subscribe
online at no cost. Progressive
Leadership Alliance of Nevada
(PLAN) www.planevada.org also has
reports on Nevada's regressive tax
policy.

MEDICAID EXPANSION: Gov. Sandoval's decision to allow Nevada to
expand Medicaid coverage under
the Affordable Care Act has received praise from ranking Republicans in the Assembly and Senate.
Some have noted that the expansion will create 6,800 new jobs in
addition to providing, at federal
expense, health care for many
Nevadans who don’t have it now.
But his plan includes recouping
administrative costs by soaking the
poor once more. The Governor
wants a co- payment from folks
who may hardly have gas money

amazing hands-on training for
"citizen lobbyists" over two and
one half days. Every DCDW member should be there! We will be
mailing registration information
when it becomes available. DCDW
is an organization member of
Nevada Women’s Lobby and a
sponsor of Grassroots Lobby Days.
Once again, budget cuts and revenue will be a major focus of the
legislature. The state budget was
cut four time since 2007 resulting
in state workers being laid off and

CITIZENS UNITED DECISION: I have
referred you to the website of
Public Citizen, my favorite. This
stalwart on behalf of consumers
and Democracy has been in the
trenches for over 40 years. They
have argued before the U.S. Supreme Court on your behalf in 62
cases, a recent case argued this fall
concerns abusive practices by the
debt collection industry and they
have been in the forefront in the
battle calling for a constitutional

to keep their Doctor appointment.
Let’s not let him get away with
that! The good news is the expansion also pulls into Medicaid for
the first time poor, single-adult
males. The Federal government
pays 100% of the cost of care for
the first 2 years with incremental
participation by the state until the
state is paying 10%.
www.healthcare.gov.

many more forced into days off
without pay. Nevada is the 49th
least taxed state in the country
and 49th in overall quality of
education. Do you think there is a
correlation? From the Institute on
Taxation and Economic Police,
www.itepnet.org, I learned the U.S.
collects less tax revenue as a percentage of gross domestic product
than all but two other industrial
countries: Chili and Mexico. The
Institute and its companion think
tank, Citizens for Tax Justice,
www.ctj.org ,bring a wealth of

research debunking myths such as
corporations are overtaxed, and
cutting or eliminating state income
taxes leads to economic prosperity.
Their research and analysis put the
spotlight on Mitt Romney's tax plan
and Paul Ryan's budget plan including the loopholes for the rich in
current tax policy The media often
reports their analysis and policymakers (and evidently voters) pay attention. They show us that major corporations often pay no corporate
income tax. For example Boeing
hasn't paid a nickel in federal in-

amendment to overturn the Citizens
United decision. Public Citizen is
now up to 11 states to have
passed their resolution or the
equivalent calling for such amendment. www.citizen.org. In early
December, Occupy Carson City
brought such a resolution to the
attention of the Carson City Board
of Supervisors.
www.occupycarsoncity.org.

more than 160,000 signatures, much
more than the 73,000 to qualify the
initiative and send it to the legislature. However, it was challenged in
court. It now awaits a ruling from
the Nevada Supreme Court before it
can go forward. The initiative intends to raise $800,000 new revenue from a tax on corporate net
profits over one million dollars. If it
goes forward to the Nevada legislature, your voice in support will be
needed there.

EDUCATION INITIATIVE: Proponents
of the Education Initiative gathered

LETTER TO THE EDITOR JOINT TASK FORCE
Kudos to all of you who wrote letters to the editor this past year. I
think we inspired other like-minded writers to follow our lead. Let's
keep it up because the pledge we make to our flag is also to a
nation that seeks" justice for all." If we don't keep an alternate
perspective out there, there are plenty of right-wing letters to fill
that space. Tune in to www.truthout.org for all the facts on issues
you would need and sign up for t heir weekly email newsletter.
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MEMBER PROFILE
Q&A with Dotty Dennis,
musher and political activist

Dottie

Dennis

Dotty Dennis, longtime member of the Douglas County Democratic Women and recently
voted the Central Committee’s
Member Emeritus, has deep
roots in Nevada’s politics. She
came to Carson Valley in 1992
from the California side of Lake
Tahoe but had lived at Zephyr
Cove in the 1960s. Then in
1970, Dotty’s late husband,

Where did you go to school?
I graduated from Bellflower
High School in Southern California in 1960. I used to go to
Huntington Beach a lot to surf
but never was very good. Now I
boogie board! I graduated from
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo in
1964. There were nine guys for
every girl then. Our guys would
go to Santa Barbara for dates.
After receiving my bachelor of

science degree in education, I
taught school for a few years.

raced in three races in
Wisconsin and Minnesota.

division, which is one dog, and
the kids sled about 20 feet.
Zack wants to move up to two
dogs; that’s in the junior division. We’re going to the Truckee race in March near Sugar
Bowl.

David says you are modest
about the races you’ve won?
I won a few races as a musher
and volunteered at the Iditarod
as a handler in Alaska. And I
worked with the late Susan
Butcher, a four-time Iditarod
champion.
What’s Zack up to?
He’s been in the peewee

When and why did you get
involved in politics?
I got interested in politics
when I dated (former Nevada
Governor) Grant Sawyer’s nephew, Cameron Sawyer, in the late
’60s. Then forty-one years ago, I
was one of the original people
at Senator Harry Reid’s explora-

George Dennis, landed a good
job in Las Vegas at the Tropicana Hotel. This was at a time
when, as Dotty says with her
typical humor, the hotel-casino
“used to be a classy place for
high rollers.”
In the casino industry herself,
Dotty retired from dealing cards
many years ago. She and David
Beck, her significant other, have
offered winter dog sled rides in
Hope Valley since 1992. Beck
also teaches winter survival
tory meeting in Henderson when
he was contemplating a political
career. I walked with his wife,
Landra, in 100-degree weather.
I still have the Birkenstocks I
wore; they’re in my closet. Every time I see Harry, he asks
about my dogs!
How did you get involved
with dog sledding?
When I was living in Las
the wrong bus and ended up in
the athletes’ village. I don’t
think there was much security.
In 1965 and 1966, I skibummed in Aspen, Colorado, and
worked as a waitress at a steak
house.
Oh, to be young again!

Tell us some good stories
about yourself.
I shimmied up a flagpole at
the 1968 winter games in Grenoble, France, and pinched a
flag. Then, I accidentally got on
Making a Difference in Our Community

skills. They live with a pack of
Siberian huskies off Pinenut
Road, southeast of Gardnerville.
Her canine focus now is helping her grandson, 7-1/2-year old
Zachary Briggs, develop his dog
sledding skills. Dotty’s daughter,
Crystal Briggs, teaches third
grade on the California side of
the Lake and Zack is in the
Spanish emersion program at
Bijou Elementary School.

Vegas, a woman demonstrated
at our German Shepherd dog
club how she was training her
dogs to pulls wheeled carts.
That got me started. The shepherds weren’t very fast, so I
switched to Siberian huskies.
Then I started going to races,
and I drove all over. Many races
were in Oregon. In 1982 I went
with two other women to Minnesota for three weeks and
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MARCH IS WOMEN’S HISTORY MONTH
A surprising bit of history!! How
a brilliant starlet created a
worldwide technology boom.
It all started with a skin flick...
In 1933, a beautiful,
young Austrian woman took off
her clothes for a movie director.
She ran through the woods...
naked. She swam in a lake...
naked. Pushing well beyond the
social norms of the period, the
movie also featured a simulated
orgasm. To make the scene
"vivid," the director reportedly

stabbed the actress with a sharp
pin just off screen.
The most popular movie in
1933 was King Kong. But everyone in Hollywood was talking
about that scandalous movie
with the gorgeous, young Austrian woman. Louis B. Mayer, of
the giant studio MGM, said she
was the most beautiful woman
in the world. The film was
banned practically everywhere...
which of course made it even
more popular and valuable.

Mussolini reportedly refused to
sell his copy at any price.
The star of the film, called
Ecstasy, was Hedwig Kiesler. She
said the secret of her beauty
was "to stand there and look
stupid." In reality, Kiesler was
anything but stupid. She was a
genius. She'd grown up as the
only child of a prominent Jewish
banker. She was a math prodigy. She excelled at science.
As she grew older, she
became ruthless, using all the

power her body and mind gave
her.
Between the sexual roles she
played, her tremendous beauty,
and the power of her intellect,
Kiesler would confound the men
in her life... including her six
husbands, two of the most ruthless dictators of the 20th century,
and one of the greatest movie
producers in history.
Her beauty made her rich for a
time. She is said to have made and spent - $30 million in her

life. But her greatest accomplishment resulted from her intellect... and her invention continues to shape the world we live
in today.
You see, this young Austrian starlet would take one of the
most valuable technologies ever
developed right from under
Hitler's nose. After fleeing to
America, she not only became a
major Hollywood star... her
name sits on one of the most

important patents ever granted
by the U.S. Patent Office.
Today, when you use your
cell phone or, over the next few
years, as you experience superfast wireless Internet access (via
something called "long-term
evolution" or "LTE" technology),
you'll be using an extension of
the technology a 20- year-old
actress first conceived while
sitting at dinner with Hitler.
At the time she made

Ecstasy, Kiesler was married to
one of the richest men in Austria. Friedrich Mandl was Austria's leading arms maker. His
firm would become a key supplier to the Nazis. Mandl used
his beautiful young wife as a
showpiece at important business
dinners with representatives of
the Austrian, Italian, and German fascist forces. One of Mandl's favorite topics at these
gatherings - which included

meals with Hitler and Mussolini was the technology surrounding
radio-controlled missiles and torpedoes. Wireless weapons offered
far greater ranges than the wirecontrolled alternatives that prevailed at the time. Kiesler sat
through these dinners "looking
stupid," while absorbing everything she heard...
As a Jew, Kiesler hated the
Nazis. She abhorred her husband's
business ambitions. Mandl re-

sponded to his wilful wife by
imprisoning her in his castle,
Schloss Schwarzenau. In 1937,
she managed to escape. She
drugged her maid, snuck out of
the castle wearing the maid's
clothes, and sold her jewelry to
finance a trip to London. (She
got out just in time. In 1938,
Germany annexed Austria. The
Nazis seized Mandl's factory. He
was half Jewish. Mandl fled to
Brazil. Later, he became an
advisor to Argentina's iconic
populist president, Juan Peron.)

In London, Kiesler arranged a meeting with Louis B.
Mayer. She signed a long-term
contract with him, becoming one
of MGM's biggest stars. She
appeared in more than 20 films.
She was a co-star to Clark Gable, Judy Garland, and even Bob
Hope. Each of her first seven
MGM movies was a blockbuster.
But Kiesler cared far more
about fighting the Nazis than
about making movies. At the
height of her fame, in 1942,

she developed a new kind of
communications system, optimized for sending coded messages that couldn't be
"jammed." She was building a
system that would allow torpedoes and guided bombs to always reach their targets. She
was building a system to kill
Nazis.
By the 1940s, both the
Nazis and the Allied forces were
using the kind of singlefrequency radio-controlled tech-

nology Kiesler's ex-husband had
been peddling. The drawback of
this technology was that the
enemy could find the appropriate frequency and "jam" or
intercept the signal, thereby
interfering with the missile's
intended path.
Kiesler's key innovation
was to "change the channel." It
was a way of encoding a message across a broad area of the
wireless spectrum. If one part of
the spectrum was jammed, the
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HISTORY MONTH (CONT’D)
message would still get through
on one of the other frequencies
being used. The problem was,
she could not figure out how to
synchronize the frequency changes on both the receiver and the
transmitter. To solve the problem, she turned to perhaps the
world's first techno-musician,
George Anthiel.
Anthiel was an acquaintance of Kiesler who achieved
some notoriety for creating
intricate musical compositions.

He synchronized his melodies
across twelve player pianos,
producing stereophonic sounds
no one had ever heard before.
Kiesler incorporated Anthiel's
technology for synchronizing his
player pianos. Then, she was
able to synchronize the frequency changes between a weapon's
receiver and its transmitter.
On August 11, 1942, U.S.
Patent No. 2,292,387 was granted to Antheil and "Hedy Kiesler
Markey," which was Kiesler's

tooth-enabled phone. It lies at
the heart of the massive investments being made right now in
so-called fourth-generation "LTE"
wireless technology. This next
generation of cell phones and
cell towers will provide tremendous increases to wireless network speed and quality, by
spreading wireless signals across
the entire available spectrum.
This kind of encoding is only
possible using the kind of fre-

quency switching that Hedwig
Kiesler invented.

married name at the time.
Most of you won't recognize the name Kiesler. And no
one would remember the name
Hedy Markey. But it's a fair bet
than anyone reading this newsletter of a certain age will remember one of the great beauties of Hollywood's golden age
~ Hedy Lamarr. That's the
name Louis B. Mayer gave to
his prize actress. That's the
name his movie company made
famous.

Meanwhile, almost no one knows
Hedwig Kiesler - aka Hedy Lamarr - was one of the great
pioneers of wireless communications. Her technology was developed by the U.S. Navy, which
has used it ever since.
You're probably using
Lamarr's technology, too. Her
patent sits at the foundation of
"spread spectrum technology,"
which you use every day when
you log on to a wi-fi network
or make calls with your Blue-

Hedwig Kiesler

BACK PACK BUDDIES
Thank you to all those attending the Christmas celebration for your generous monetary, food and hygiene donations. We so appreciate it.
The next quarterly collection is at the March 4 Luncheon at Sharkey’s. Remember; cash contributions should be made payable to MRCF-Back
Pack Buddies (Minden Rotary Foundation).
Thank you.
Lin Larson, Program Director
Douglas County Backpack Buddies Consortium
Making a Difference in Our Community
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Election Stats
There are currently 9,056 registered Democrats in Douglas County vs. 15,623 Republicans (7,597
other). Democratic voter turnout was 84% - Republican was 90% - overall was 87%.

We don’t know how many of the “others” voted Democratic but we need to register more Dems and
get all to the polls.

DO NOT PURCHASE FROM KOCH INDUSTRIES
(2nd largest private company in 2009)
Industry/Georgia Pacific Products
Angle Soft toilet paper
Brawny paper towels
Dixie plates, bowls, napkins and cups
Mardi Gras napkins and paper towels

Quilted Northern toilet paper
Soft’n Gentle toilet paper
Sparkle napkins
Vanity Fair napkins
Zee napkins

MESSAGE FROM JEANNE LARSON
Our 2012 Christmas Tree
Let Freedom Ring
We placed #4 with only $104 collected. Next year let's try to be #1!

SCHOLARSHIP

Because of what I heard on MSNBC I am planning to write letters to Papa John's, Denny's
and Applebee's.
If you feel that people have a right to health insurance through their employment via
Obamacare, boycott restaurants and businesses who feel that providing health insurance of
any kind cuts way to far into their profits. In order to avoid paying for healthcare, some
restaurants have threatened to cut hours as well as jobs.
In my opinion, this is not why Democrats worked so hard to get President Obama reelected.

If we support organizations with this policy, we are going against what we fought so hard
This is a reminder that you should encourage
for. Why not just take your business somewhere else where you as well as the employees
family and friends who have high school students
will be appreciated and treated fairly.
in either Douglas or Whittell HS to apply for our
scholarship through the counselor's office.
MSNBC showed one reason Papa John's cannot afford to pay for healthcare…he has to
maintain his 400,000 square foot house.
That office has all of the necessary information
for the application process.
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Check out our updated website at http://www.dcdwomen.net, The site is kept current about our
group’s activities, our monthly luncheon place and speaker, and tons of links to both state and national
political websites. We also have a Gallery of photos and all past newsletters can be printed or read
online. You will also find contact information on this organization chairs.

STATISTICS COLLECTED BY THE CENTER FOR A MERICAN WOMEN AND POLITICS AS OF THE LAST ELECTIONS.
New record number of women who will serve in the US Senate: 20

Percentage of men of color among all men in US House: 16

New record number of women who will serve in US House: 78

Average age of new women members of the US House: 53

Overall percentage of women in Congress: 18.3

Average age of new male members of the US House: 49

Record number of new women US House members, set in 1992: 24

Average age of new women members of the Senate: 59

Number of new women US House members elected in 2012: 19

Average age of new male members of the Senate: 50

Number of states in 112th Congress with all-male delegations: 19

Newly elected women in US House and Senate with children under
18: 1

Number of states in 113th Congress with all-male delegations: 14
States that elected a woman to the Senate for the first time: HI, MA,
WI, ND
States with all-male delegations in the 112th Congress that elected
women in 2012: AZ, IN, NE, NM, ND
States that have still never sent a woman to Congress: DE, IA, MS, VT
States that will have more women in the 113th Congress than the
112th: CT, HI, IL, MA, MO, NH, WA
States that will have fewer women in the 113th Congress than the
112th: CA, NY, NC, OH
Record number of women of color who will serve in US House: 28

Newly elected men in US House and Senate with children under
18: 36
Percentage of new US House men who have previously held elected office: 58
Percentage of new US House women who have previously held
elected office: 74
Previous ranking in the world of percentage of women in elected
office in US: 82nd
Projected new ranking in the world of percentage of women in
elected office in US: 79th

Percentage of women of color among all women in US House: 36

CALENDAR
January - 7 DCDW Luncheon at Sharkey’s – Kim Wallin – NV Controller
January 21 – Martin Luther King Day
January 24 DCDCC – NV Supreme Court Justice Michael Cherry
February 4 – DCDW Luncheon at CVI – Cassandra Jones – Estate Planning
February 14 – DCDW Executive Board – 10:00a at Headquarters
February 18 – President’s Day
February 28 – DCDCC Elections –
March 2 – NSDP Central Committee – Las Vegas
March 2-4 – Grassroots Lobby Days
March 4 – DCDW Luncheon at Sharkey’s – Women’s History Month
March 8 – KNB Dinner @ CVI
Making a Difference in Our Community

